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Future Period SD Performance: The EDQM &
BCQManom methods perform markedly better
than BCQM does in the warmer future – the
opposite of the results seen in the Carbondale, CO
case. At the Padre Island 25km grid cell, BCQM
introduces a mean bias of +4.6K for the late 21st
century August case, and multi-degree warm
biases occur at most U.S. southern coastal land
points (upper map). Such SD-created warm biases
are not found in the EDQM (lower map) &
BCQManom cases. Methods like BCQM that do
not adjust for future trends can break down when
posed with MF > max(MH), as they may rely on
ad hoc tail adjustments to apply the correction
at max(MH) to all warmer MF values – a poor
choice when the MH and OH distribution shapes
differ. SD methods that incorporate adjustments
for trends guard against this particular pitfall.

Historical Period SD Performance: All three SD
methods perform relatively well, yielding August
monthly mean downscaling errors (DH - OH) of
< 0.25K. Also, all SD methods generate DH
distributions with shapes and variances that more
closely resemble the OH distribution than the
large-scale and more maritime MH tasmax data.
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Comparing 3 Univariate SD Methods

Month: August. Location: near & inland of Padre
Island, Texas. A 25km grid cell similar to many
coastal points in that it is mostly land, but the
overlying 200km grid values are more maritime.
The Statistical Downscaling Challenge: Distributions of daily August tasmax OH & OF values
have larger variances, higher means, and different
shapes (more positively skewed) than do the more
maritime MH, MF distributions. Also, the climate
change signal causes most late 21st century MF
values to exceed the warmest historical MH value.

Future Scenario = Late 21st Century High Greenhouse Gas Emissions;
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Variable of Interest = Daily Maximum Temperature (tasmax);
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Examining the Performance of Statistical Downscaling Methods:
Toward Matching Applications to Data Products

create data sets that serve as proxies for coarse resolution GCM output.
A key difference between this PM experimental design and typical SD
applications is the availability of "future observations" (OF) in the PM
design, which allows us to evalute an SD method's future skill, thereby
quantifying aspects of the stationarity assumption.
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